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            ical anns  in Telexistetice robots  by prejecting ope[ator's  hands images into
        are  captured  frem the first point of  view (FPV) using  an  IR camera  meunted  on

     frem the background. Those hands are  then  superinrposed  en  top  efof  robot  vision.

   ln the robot  place. a pico prQjector mounted  en  the robot  head is used  to project the

   after  being corTected  inte the rernote  environment  objects.  Using this method,  it is

 understanding  between the user  and  remote  participants towards  hand motien  and

ace.RemotelyOperatedRobot,Iletexistence

1.Introduction

  Ilelepresence systems  have evolved  in social  activities  and

day-to-day communications,  However, not  all the telepresence

robots  previde a  sense  of  presence te the  user  who  is centrolling.

Furthermore. these  type ofrobots  ptovides minimum  representation

of  the operatofs  body and  state in the remete  place and  usually

provides a  1imited representation  ef  the user  using  a  ffont display

showing  the head only.  Though for social  and  cemmunication

applieations.  our  bcxlies are  considered  an  effective  cemmunication

devices that  erribodies  {nternal rnenta1  states  to the others  [1].
Previous works  addTessed  the physical representation  of  the  body

for telcoperation  and  telexistence  [2]E5] . However,  these

approaches  are  not  portable, too  pricey and  not  ethcient  for mobile

social  contexts.  Other approach  is using  image based embodimerit

for collaborative  screens  has been  proposed  and  used  in [3][4],
however  they do  not  apply  for rnobile  telexistence app]ications,  and

were  used  for desktop applications.

  A  previously proposed  mobile  telexistence system  [61 provides
operatoTs  own  hands visuals into his display (HMD) by  capturing

them, and  segmenting  their  contour  ftom the baekground and

superimposing  them on  te the renK)te  environnrent  images.  It was

found that providing the virtual  hands  improved  the  sense  efbody

presence in the rerrpte  place from the user  perspective only

however it tacked the mutual  hands representation  in to the  rernote

place. As  a  result.  the remote  participants were  not  aware  ofuser's

hands and  actions  with  respect  to his avatar  body TherefoTe,

sometimes  the remete  participants get confused  due  to  lack ofvisual

clues  of  the eperator  interactions.

Fig. 1 Side-by-side pointing on  Ternete  object

   In this paper, we  propose a  mutual  body  communication  method

for lightweight telexistence  robots  that lacks physical arms.  As

shown  in Fig. 1, operator]s  hands are  prejected into the Temote

place objects  using  a  pico pr{ijector mounted  on  the  robot  head  and

aligned  with  head movement.  Ihe virtual  hands ean  be projected
onto  a physical table. remote  user,  or  to any  remote  surfaces  in order

to  provide  the clue  ofuser's  hands interaction and  intended actions.

These virtual  hands alse  provides the awareness  for the  user  about

his body, which  are  necessary  for the  sense  ofbody  presence.

  IIhe proposed method  can  be used  in many  applications  to

enhance  the  arms  and  hands  representation  ofthe  operator  at  remote

environment.  Witb  the proposed method,  the rernote  participants
could  understand  the intended interactions clearly  though  the

eperatorcannotperfoTmanyphysicatmaniputations.
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Table 1Specit"tcations ofthe  used  cameras  and  prejector
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                 Fig. 2 Robot head design

              2. Systemlmplementation

 The developed systern  is divided into a typieal Master-Slave
Ilelexistence systems.  the  master  side  is the  contfolling  side  where

the user  is located. in the user  side. a  set oftracking  tools are  used

to capture  user's  head rnevernent  (Oculus DK2)  as well  as  hand
movement  ancl visuals  (Leaprnotion), Robot  moi,ement  is contrDlled

using  user's  head movement,  funher details about  the  contrelling

method  will  follow.

 in the robot  side  (slave). a3  Degrees  of  Freedom  (DOF) head  is

used  to physically map  user's  head rotational  motion  at the  rernete

place, Fig. 2 shews  the  construction  and  main  compenents  used  in

thc head design. FullHD stereo  cameras  and  binaural microphones
are  used  to enable  bidirectional visual  and  auditery  communicatien

to the user  from robot  side. The robot  provides to the remote

participants usefs  video  and  voice  in the remote  place via  a  LCD
display and  a  speakeT  mounted  on  the  front side  of  the  robet.  This

enables  to see  the user's  top bedy and  anns  during interactions. -ie
robot  designed  with  fu11y wireless  and  mobile  platform that allows
bee motion  in remote  places. AIso  it has a  pico projector for

displaying user  hands in the remote  plaee. Ilabte 1 lists the

specifications  ofthe  cameras  and  prejector used  in this work.

 The captured  Hands movement  and  visuals  are  used  to provide
visual feedback to user's  side,  as  well  as  to  be projected in the

robot's  side. The user  observe  his own  hands rnotion  over  robot's

vision. To  present user's  hands in the  remote  place. the captured

Fig. 3 User's FPV  with  hands  being superirrrposed  and  prejected

Camera Projector

Model LogitechC615BeampodLumcxMX6S

Fleldofview go"zaithlens 34e

Resolution 1920xl080 640x48e(mative)

Brightness t 65Lumen

"'eight r,20gwithlenses 1oog

images using  the mounted  eamera  on  the HMD  are  first segmented

to isoLate the hands from the  backgreund.  Then  those  segrriented

hands are  superimposed  on  the visual  stream  from {he robot  side,  so

the user  can  have awareness  ofhis  hands presence. The position and

size  of  the  eaptured  hands are  presen'ed in the FPV  with his hands,
so  the  pointing rernains  natural.  Those  hands are  ser)t to the robot

side  and  prejected using  a pice pro.iector (Model/ Lumex  Bearrrpod)

that  is mounted  on  the  head  module.  Fig. 3 shows  the FPV

superimposed  hands en  the remote  robot's  vision,  as  well  as  the

virtual  projected hands. There is a slight position mismatching in
the  pictuie, to fix this, a  calibration  step  is required  to  be  applied  to

extract  projection matrix  and  fix the mapping.

    2.1. MotionContrel

  One  ofthe  main  goal ofIhis  method  is to free the hands ffom any

.ieysticks of  keys to control  the  motion  ofthe  robot.  and  to allow  an

intuitiye interactions with  the  remote  enyironment  and  participants.
Thus  it was  important to  eonsider  the  approach  to  contro1  robot"s

nios'ement  in the  remote  pLace.

  In a previous work  [7] it was  propesed  to use  the eiitire body
motion  as  a  rnethod  to control  the motion  of  a  camera  in a  virtual

world.  We  propose in this work  to use  head motion  as  a method  to

control  the speed  and  rotation  of  the mobile  robot  in the remote

place. Fig. 4 shows  the motion  mapping  between user's  head and

the applied  directien to the robot.  The speed  is measured  as  the

diftl rence  with  the  original  calibrated  positienVorientation of  the

head. The  advantages  ofusing  this method  is: 1) it frees the hands
ffom  any  controllers  so  the user  can  use  his hands  for other

interactions, and  2) it provides a natural  optical  fiow with  the head

movernent.
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ig. 4 Body  based motion  to control  robot  rnovement
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2.2. HandsCapturingandSegmentation

  In the user  side, the hands are  captured  using  an  IR camera

mounted  on  the front of  the HMD.  The  camera  provides 110"field

ofview  which  coyers  HMD  FeV; and  thus it is possible to capture

user  hands with no  cropped  areas.  Though the iesolution  of  the

cameras  are  relatively  low (640x240). up  sarnpl{ng  step  is necessary

to smooth  out  the  edges.

 The advantages  ofusing  IR camera  compared  with  RGB  carnera

is the  possibitity to capture  objects  close  to the camera  using  the

returned  intensity, in our  case  we  capture  hands visuals effectively.

However  there is a  resulting  noise  from {he  background.  We  apply  a

nonlinear  filtering function on  the captured  irnages. this fimction

rernoves  the  pixels which  color  intensity are  below a  certain

thresheld. The results  efapplying  the  filter can  be seen  in Fig. 5.

 Fig. 5 Hands before and  after  segmentation  from  the background

  The captured  and  processed images are  then used  in the user  side

as superimposod  irnages over  the rerrK)te fbedback, providing the

operator  awareness  about  his body presence. Those images are  also

streamed  into the robot  side  in order  te be piTljected in the remote

piace.

2.3. ProjectorCalibratien

  Due to the displacument between the prQjecter position and  the

camera  position in the robot  side, and  the differcnce between both

fields of  vieve the projection of  the hands directly will result

mismatch scale  and  position when  ebserved  by the operator  from

the FPV  Thus it is necessary  to measuTe  this displacement and  scale

by calibrating  the prejector with  respect  to one  ofthe  cameras.

 The goal ofthe  calibration  proeess is to determine the  amount  of

displacernent (ttx,cly) between  the prejected image and  camera's

captured  region.  Also to extract  the relative  scale  between  the

projected image and  the field of  view  of  tbe  camera  (R"IRh). This

precess is done at  a  specific  prejection distance (D).

  Fig. 6 shows  an  illustration of  the  top  and  side  views  of

calibration  setup.  The  parameters (PPP,HP). {Mc,fib) represents  the

size  of  prejection and  capture  for the prejecter and  the camera

respcctivcly  Ari automated  process is done to extract  these

parurneters by  projecting a chessboard  image into a  specific  distance

(D) which  is set te 100 cm  as  representatien  of  hands  reach.  The

relative  scale  ef  the prejected images (Rvv;Rh) is calculated  as  the

ratio  between { PP7,,HP) and  ( FPZr,Hlr). This ratio  is used  as  a  cropping

facter for the projected hands, and  the djsplacement  Cdu,d.v) is used

to  shift  the cropping  region  efhands  images.

lk
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 Fig. 6 TopfSide views  ofcarnerelprejectoT  FoV  and  pT{ijection size

  This calibration  gives matching  results  for images  prejected at  the

calibrated  distance (D). However  it {s affected  when  the images aTe

projected at different plane, resulting  mismatching size  and  shift of

hands position. Ib iinprove the  results,  a  depth  sensoT  is necessary

to be used  to calibrate  the projected images. FoT ou[  spplicatien.

with  prejections within  the range  D  ± 30cm. no  significance

distortion was  observed,  though hands ghost started  te appear  (As
shown  previously in Fig. 3).

                    3. Conclusion

  In this paper, an  image-based approach  was  used  to provide
mutual  visua1  information ef  operator  hands in fetexistence robots.

IIhe hands are  captured  from  the  user  side  using  an  R  camera

mounted  on  his HMD,  and  then superiirrposed  on  the rernote  images.

Those hands are  also  strearned  to the robot  side  and  projected using

a  pico  prejector mounted  on  the head  of  the robot.  Using  this

method,  it is possible for the  participants te understand  where  the

user  is peinting at or  what  the user  is intended to do with his hands

in the remote  environment.
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